Man’s Best Friend
Shouldn’t Be Your Bill’s
Worst Enemy.
Discover lots of ways to cut energy
costs without sending anyone to
the doghouse. Like vacuuming your
refrigerator’s clogged coils to keep it
running more efficiently. Or if you get a
new, energy efficient fridge, we’ll pick
up your old one and give you $50.

Call Before You Dig.
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If you plan to install a mailbox, build a
deck or plant a tree or garden, don’t forget
to call 811 two days before beginning
any digging project. Every six minutes
an underground utility line in America is
damaged because someone dug without
first calling 811 or Underground Service
Alert at (800) 227–2600. Striking a single
utility line can lead to injury, costly repairs,
fines and outages.

Access more tips and helpful
efficiency programs at
nvenergy.com/savemyway.

Seasons change.
Your energy bill
doesn't have to.
Unlike the weather, your energy bill can be
perfectly predictable with our Equal Payment
Program, available through MyAccount. Rain or
shine, you’ll pay the same amount each month,
based on your average consumption. Visit
nvenergy.com/paymyway for all of your options.
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We're putting all of our energy
into your energy.

Air Filters Don’t
Have Nine Lives.
By changing your air filters regularly, your
heating and cooling system will purr more
efficiently. Manage your energy use and
monitor your costs by discovering more
tips and energy efficiency programs from
NV Energy.
Visit nvenergy.com/savemyway today.

Save More with mPowered.
NV Energy’s free smart thermostat program, mPowered, can save
you up to $100 a year on heating and cooling costs. Make your home
more energy efficient, create custom heating and cooling schedules,
and control your thermostat on the go by using our free mobile app.
Installation is free and so is the technology, so join mPowered – and
start saving the easy way!
Learn more at nvenergy.com/mPowered. You may sign up online
through myAccount or call our dedicated mPowered Customer Care
Team toll free at 855-676-9373.

Take comfort in a finely tuned home.
As much as 30 percent of an inefficient AC system’s energy use is wasted. But when your home
operates with precisely tuned AC and heat pump systems, you can lower your energy bill without
sacrificing comfort.
And with EXACTcomfort from
NV Energy, the comfort doesn’t
stop there. We provide you with
technical expertise and instant
rebates of up to $475 to make
it easy and cost-effective to
transform your home into a cozy
and energy-efficient haven.
Get started today by finding
a participating EXACTcomfort
contractor at nvenergy.com/ac.

